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1. Trip Summary

Title:

USDBC 2019 Argentina Harvest Trade Mission

Start Date:

June 2, 2019

End Date:

June 8, 2019

Countries:

Argentina

USDBC Representatives:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

John Berthold, Dealer. President, Green Valley Bean Company, Minnesota
Mark Dombeck, Grower, Minnesota
Ellen Levinson, International Representative for Americas & Emerging Markets, USDBC
Alejandro Leloir, Regional Representative for South & Central America, USDBC
Melinda M. Meador, Agricultural Counselor, U.S. Embassy, Buenos Aires (June 3 evening
to June 6 morning).

Itinerary Overview:
June 2
Buenos Aires arrivals
June 3
Buenos Aires and Tucumán meetings with processors, exporters and brokers
June 4
Meeting with INTA representatives and field visits near Rosario de la
Frontera, Salta
June 5
Field visits near Anta, Salta and to processing plants
June 6
Field & processing plant visit near Metán and field visit General Güemes, Salta
June 7
Processing plant visits in General Güemes industrial park
June 8
Return travel
A Google map of the areas visited on the trip can be found at the link below.
https://goo.gl/maps/ZpY4HXsV1EPwZ3Z87

1.1 Objectives
➢ Meet with growers, agronomists, processors, agricultural technology experts, and

traders/exporters to better understand the dry bean value chain in Argentina and trends
in production and international marketing.
➢ Assess and report on the 2019 Argentine dry bean harvest by bean type.
➢ Hold one‐on‐one meetings with specialists in Argentine dry bean trends, including in

terms of hectares planted, technologies (including seeds and inputs), production trends
for different bean types and regions, climatic conditions and the economics affecting
production and marketing.
➢ Visit fields in the dry bean growing area around and south of Guemes, mainly in the
southern dry bean growing region of the country.
➢ Integrate findings from the Regional Representative’s May 15‐19, 2019 visits to the

northern growing area and participation in the CLERA (Cámara de Legumbres de la
República Argentina) conference,
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1.2 Findings
Meetings and Field Visits
➢ Met with ten companies involved in dry bean processing and exporting (two in Buenos

Aires, three in Tucumán, one in Jujuy and four in Salta).
➢ Visited 11 fields (black, LRK, DRK, alubia) accompanied by local producers and
agronomists.
➢ Met with 25 farmers, the director of a Salta area CREA (Regional Consortium of
Agricultural Experimentation, a farmer organization), and 5 agricultural
consultants/agronomists/input dealers, some at their properties and others at
gatherings organized on our behalf by local producers and processors.
➢ Met with 3 researchers, including a leading dry bean seed expert, from the Tucuman‐
area Institute for Agricultural Technology (INTA) and 2 researchers from the INTA facility
in Lerma Valley, Salta Province.
Key Findings
Based on available data, field visits, and discussions with members of Argentina’s dry bean
industry and researchers, including information collected after the trip when the harvest
was farther along, USDBC arrived at the following exportable supply projections for
marketing year 2019/20. When this report was written, only 25% of the planted area had
been harvested and the harvest is expected to continue through July. Revised estimates will
be provided in late July/early August.
USDBC June 20, 2019 Argentine Harvest Estimates*
BEAN
CLASS
Black
Alubia
Cranberry
DRK
LRK

2019
Hectares

2019
Yield Est.
MT/Ha

147,000
140,000
25,500
21,000
11,000

1.30
1.10
1.30
1.10
1.10

2019
Est. Loss &
Carry‐In
Gross
Saved
(MT)
Yield
Beans (MT)
(MT)
191,100
154,791
20,000
154,000
29,260
0
33,150
6,298
0
23,100
4,389
0
12,100
2,290
0

2019
Exportable
Supply
(MT)*
174,791
124,740
26,852
18,711
9,810

*2019 exportable supply is: Production minus beans held for next year’s seeding (12%),
minus estimated processing loss (7%), plus carryover from previous crop year.
Prices: At the time this report was being prepared, there were still 2018 black beans for
sale and they were not moving as buyers were waiting for the 2019 harvest. We were told
the last quotes were about $550 at the border with Brazil for 2018 black beans and farmers
were seeking higher prices than that for 2019 crop. Prices for alubias when visiting were not
clear because demand was slow, but exporters were seeking $1,100‐1,200 CIF Europe. After
the GPC conference in Rio, we learned the prices offered for alubias dropped to $1,000‐
1,000 CIF Europe. Cranberry beans were being offered for US$1,000‐1,050 to Colombia and
Italy. The estimated FOB prices for LRK and DRK was $1,025‐1,065.
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Harvest period: Harvest is late this year. Overall, progress by June 18th was 25%.
 In the southern region (Tucuman and Santiago del Estero provinces and the part of Salta
province south of General Guemes), where most of the black beans are grown, harvest
started late‐May and about 20% was completed by mid‐June.
 In the northern area (north of Guemes and mostly in Salta), where alubias predominate,
fields seeded on time started harvest in early June, while fields seeded late will be
harvested late June through July.
During our field visits, USDBC saw black, dark red kidney (DRK), light red kidney (LRK) mung,
cranberry and alubia beans at different stages of development. None of the processing
facilities visited had received new crop dry beans and we learned that others had not,
either. Nonetheless, we saw videos of LRKBs being processed and 500 hectares of DRKBs
had already been harvested on a farm we visited in the southern growing area. We also
watched harvests of black beans near Metan and LRKBs in Guemes. While the trade team
saw fields with sclerotinia and bacterial blight, the impact did not seem great. By mid‐June,
when this report was written, harvest was still slow due to rains in the production area,
which had so far not affected quality but raised concerns.
Weather impact:
During planting and early vegetative growth periods, weather conditions were very
unstable.
 In the southern growing area, which started seeding in January, at the beginning of the
planting season soil moisture was ideal and planting was completed on time and under
good conditions. Most of those are black beans with some LRK, DRK and mung beans.
Frosts occurred in mid‐June in parts of the southern area (particularly Tucumán and
Southern Salta). The crop was close to harvest, which reduces the likelihood of damage,
but the actual impact will be determined when beans arrive at the processing plants.
The rest of the southern area is still unaffected by frost and with expectations of 10 days
of good climate conditions ahead, which should allow significant harvest progress.
 In the northern growing region planting began mid‐February. In the northernmost part
of the region, rains started soon after March first and continued for 15 days. As a result,
30% of the crop was seeded 30‐40 days late and harvest of those beans will not be
completed until mid‐late July. Weather conditions were good from April until early June.
Although temperatures have been much cooler since June 15, so far, no frosts have
been reported.
Bean quality:
About 75% of fields still have to be harvested. Forecasters predict sunny conditions for the
remainder of June and considerable harvest progress is expected. Based on trade team field
visits and recent information from processors who received beans, overall crop quality is
good.
 Alubias: Harvest is just starting and estimated yields are 1,050 kg/ha. Size is good: 185
grains per 100 grams is the average size received by processors, with low percentages of
smaller (210) or larger (175) beans.
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 Black beans: Yields for harvested fields are considered average, about 1,200 kg/ha.
Quality is very good, with 95% attaining 4mm size, which is the size Brazilians prefer.
Marketing trends:
Black beans are typically trucked to Brazilian buyers through the crossing at Foz do Iquazu,
sometimes passing through an Argentine processing plant first, but they are often bought
directly by Brazilians from Argentine farmers.
When the 2019 Argentine harvest started, the country had 15,000‐20,000 MT remaining
from 2018 that was not selling as buyers waited for the new harvest. Heavy rain damaged
Brazil’s second harvest and the state of Parana, which is a large producer (and consumer) of
black beans, was particularly hard hit. Brazilian packagers and traders said they will turn to
Argentina, as they usually do, to fill the shortfall of black beans this year and expect to buy
120,000 – 140,000 MT. This year’s preponderance of 4 mm black beans is attractive to
Brazil. The 2018 black beans were smaller and Argentina’s exports from June 2018 through
May 2019 were low, 103,072 MT. Other markets for Argentine black beans are Venezuela,
Chile, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Colombia and Mexico.
Alubias and most other beans (LRK, DRK, cranberry) are trucked or sent by railroad to the
ports of Buenos Aires or Rosario, where they are exported overseas, mainly to Europe,
North Africa, Turkey and Pakistan. They are typically marketed by processors and exporters,
many of whom also own farmland and grow some of the beans they export or have
arrangements with large growers. Other destinations are Brazil for DRKBs and cranberry
beans and Colombia for LRKBs.
Cranberry beans were produced in greater amounts this year than usual. Traders said they
were searching for markets since their traditional markets, Spain and Brazil, had good
harvests. USDBC was told that cranberry beans were being offered for US$1,000‐1050 to
Colombia and Italy.
Seed technology:
The lack of certified seed and widespread use of saved seed for dry bean crops is recognized
as the main impediment to increased productivity. Seed technology has been developed by
researchers, but there is no system for regular replication, certification and sale. An
inadequate legal framework to protect the intellectual property of seed technology is cited
as the main problem. A new seed law was sent to Parliament for consideration that includes
rights for charging royalties for the use of seed technology, but so far no action has been
taken. For the majority of the crop, farmers make their own rudimentary selection and keep
their own breeding lines from year to year. Argentine farmers do not use treated seeds.
The two main government‐supported sources of dry bean genetic material are INTA
(financed by national funds) and Obispo Colombres experimental station (financed by
Tucuman province funds). However, public funding is not enough and they cannot collect
royalties because of the aforementioned lack of a legal framework.
Some farmers import commercial beans from other countries to use as seed to refresh their
crops. This practice is not recommended by specialists since foreign varieties are not
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adapted to the local climate or resistant to the local diseases. Moreover, this practice
represent a serious phytosanitary threat.
The shortage of quality seed for LRK and DRK beans is particularly problematic since
Argentina competes against other origins that regularly use certified seed, such as the U.S.
and Canada. During our visit, we were asked whether the U.S. could sell red kidney seeds to
Argentina, but most were not interested in certified seed due to the price, they were
seeking commercial seed to grow. Compared to US kidney bean plants, Argentine kidney
plants are not as upright and the roots are not as deep, especially for the DRKB.
Production strategy:
Growers visited on this trip, with the exception of one, use a low cost production strategy to
minimize the risk that comes with an unstable economy. Economic considerations prevail
over the technical factors when making decisions about which agrochemicals and seeds to
use. For example, fungal applications are used, but not necessarily an adequate number
treatments or good quality products.
This limits productivity, but has been proven an effective strategy in a country where the
availability of farm land is not the main restriction. This strategy is justified even more by
the fact contracts for rented land are usually year‐by‐year.
There is little investment in growing black beans, as farmers strive to keep the cost of
production low (estimates given were $400‐$450/MT). Inputs are more common for alubias
and other beans that generate a higher price. Black bean producers in the southern region
are interested in growing more LRK and DRK beans because they can fetch a better price
than black beans.
One of the problems bean farmers face in fighting fungal diseases in Argentina, is that they
use 14 inch separation between rows, which limits the airflow and creates ideal conditions
for fungal proliferation.
Financing:
Due to rapid devaluation of the peso (40% annual interest rates), the dry bean business, like
many others that have an export market, is conducted in U.S. dollars (3.5‐5% annual interest
rates for operating loans at the time of USDBC’s visit). Equipment is often financed by
dealers.
Processors typically set prices with growers at time of sale, not by forward contracts. Some
processors give advances to farmers and buy their harvest. Land rentals in the bean
production areas have one year terms and the cost is either US$100/hectare or 17% of the
crop.
Transportation:
 Roads are generally poor in the bean production area, farmers and agronomists drive
long distances to reach fields, and there are no tax breaks for fuel used for agricultural
production. Transportation is therefore expensive and time consuming for farmers.
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 It takes two days to move the beans from most processing plants near the growing area
to Buenos Aires or Rosario, the two main seaports, or to Foz do Iquazu, the crossing
point at the Brazilian border (main export route for black beans).
 Rail service is starting to improve in Jujuy, southern Salta and Tucuman, which mainly
benefits alubia and kidney beans that are sold for export. Cargos can be delivered to
Buenos Aires or Rosario ports. There are two railroads that provide freight service to the
dry bean growing region, Belgrano and Mitre. Belgrano is being reconditioned by the
national administration and is less expensive but not as reliable as the Mitre line, which
is privately managed.
➢ Most black beans are sold to Brazilian buyers either straight from harvest or after
minimal processing in the field by a mobile machine, although some are processed at a
plant. Typically, the Brazilian buyer takes responsibility for trucking, which costs about
$70‐75/MT to the border. There is no backhaul, which makes trucking more expensive
➢ Alubias and other beans that are sold to countries other than Brazil (LRKBs, mung beans,
adzuki beans, and some black and DRK beans that are shipped from the ports of Rosario
or Buenos Aires. Most exporters have customs completed at their plants in the growing
area before hauling the containers by truck or rail. Costs vary depending on location of
the processing plant, access to rail, and arrangements with trucking companies. The cost
to get the cargo FOB to either Buenos Aires or Rosario is approximately $110/MT from
Tucuman and $145/MT from Salta, not including the export tax of 4 pesos per US dollar,
FOB price. If the beans are $1000/MT FOB, then the export tax would be $89/MT based
on the current value of the Argentine peso.
➢ In the charts below, we use the farm prices were given to calculate estimated FOB prices
for cranberry and LRK beans.
Estimation of FOB Costs from Salta and Tucuman for Cranberry Beans per MT
Line Items. cost per MT
Cranberry beans
Processing costs + exporter margin
Freight from plant to port
Consolidation
Port fees
Customs broker (approximate cost)
SENASA (phytosanitary service, approximate cost)
Export tax: 4 Argentine Pesos/USD FOB price
Total FOB Estimated Price

North (Salta)
$550
$130
$75
$20
$35
$10
$5
$77
$902

South (Tucuman)
$550
$130
$40
$20
$35
$10
$5
$74
$864
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Estimation of FOB Costs from Salta and Tucuman for Light Red Kidney Beans per MT
Line Item cost per MT
LRKBs
Processing costs + exporter margin
Freight from plant to port
Consolidation
Port fees
Customs broker (approximate cost)
SENASA (phytosanitary service approximate cost)
Export tax: 4 Argentine Pesos/USD FOB price
Total FOB Estimated Price

North (Salta)
$700
$130
$75
$20
$35
$10
$5
$91
$1,066

South (Tucuman)
$700
$130
$40
$20
$35
$10
$5
$88
$1,028

1.3 Recommendations
 Continue the USDBC harvest trade mission to Argentina in late May/early June each year
in order to understand the status of the crop and new developments, which are
important to U.S. growers and dealers since Argentina is a major dry bean exporter. The
visits also improve information sharing, which is important to industries in both
countries and can lead to new types of beneficial collaborations, such as increasing dry
bean consumption in Argentina.
 The USDBC regional representative should attend the May CLERA conference each year
in order to get the official view of the Argentine dry bean and pulse industry, as well as
talk with the traders and researchers to better assess the hectares planted and industry
priorities. Since the conference takes place in Salta, it is also a good opportunity to visit
the northern growing area.
 Because the Argentine harvest can continue through July, the USDBC regional
representative will stay abreast of progress throughout the harvest and provide updated
reports.
 USDBC will continue to produce a planting prospective report to give indications about
hectares planted and early crop conditions to the US industry. Updates are provided in
monthly market reports.
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2. Market Information
Argentina´s marketing year runs June through May. From June 2018 through May 2019,
Argentina exported 347,778 MT of dry beans, down from 361,790 MT over the same period
the previous MY. The top destinations for Argentine beans were Brazil (103,062 MT),
Venezuela (41,267 MT), Algeria (37,021 MT), Spain (33,376 MT) and Italy (30,619 MT).
Argentina’s Top ten Dry Bean Export Destinations (MY June2018‐May2019, MT)

Source: Softrade
2.1 Exports by Bean Type (2018 crop, exported June 2018 to May 2019)
Black Beans:
Brazil is the top market for Argentine black beans, usually taking the majority of Argentina’s
exportable supply. Because both nations are Mercosur members, the beans enter Brazil
duty‐free. Most Argentine black beans are trucked into Brazil across the border at Puerto
Iguazu, roughly 1,000 miles from the black bean growing area.
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Argentina’s Black Bean Export Destinations (MY June2018‐May 2019, MT)

Source: Softrade
Argentine Black Bean Exports, Top Five Destinations (Jun. 2018‐May. 2019)
Country
BRAZIL
VENEZUELA
CHILE
COSTA RICA
MEXICO
GUATEMALA
COLOMBIA
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
ITALY
U.S.

MT
83,652
41,022
5,690
4,134
4,117
3,686
2,073
1,980
1,563
1,491

Share
55.99%
27.46%
3.81%
2.77%
2.76%
2.47%
1.39%
1.33%
1.05%
1.00%

Source: Softrade
Alubia Beans:
Argentina’s alubia beans are known for their large caliber sizes and high quality. Argentine
alubia beans are regularly sold to more foreign countries than its black beans. Most alubias
are shipped to the Mediterranean region and compete with U.S. white beans, especially
Great Northerns.
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Argentina’s Alubia Export Destinations (MY June2018‐May2019, MT)

Source: Softrade
Argentine Alubia Exports, (Jun. 2018‐May 2019)
Country
ALGERIA
SPAIN
ITALY
TURKEY
BRAZIL
PORTUGAL
FRANCE
ISRAEL
FILIPINES
UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES

MT
35,646
28,440
23,082
17,319
11,932
9,189
5,239
3,073
2,971

Share
25.77%
20.56%
16.69%
12.52%
8.63%
6.64%
3.79%
2.22%
2.15%

1,434

1.04%

Source: Softrade
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Cranberry, DRK and LRK beans:
Argentina’s LRK, DRK and Cranberry Export Destinations (MY June2018‐May 2019, MT)

Argentine LRK, DRK and Cranberry Bean Exports (Jun. 2018‐May 2019)
Country
BRAZIL
ITALY
PAKISTAN
SPAIN
PORTUGAL
UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES
TURKEY
ALGERIA
FRANCE
COLOMBIA

MT
7,478
5,974
4,947
3,865
3,068

Share
22.38%
17.88%
14.81%
11.57%
9.18%

2,258
2,159
1,376
1,223
1,064

6.76%
6.46%
4.12%
3.66%
3.18%

Source: Softrade
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2.2
Dry Bean Growing Regions
Argentina’s dry bean crop is grown
primarily in the northwestern part of the
country, commonly referred to by the
Spanish‐language acronym NOA (noroeste
argentino). The top dry bean producing
provinces are Salta, Jujuy and Tucuman.
Dry beans are also grown, but to a lesser
extent, in several other provinces,
including Santiago del Estero, Catamarca,
and Cordoba.
The map to the right depicts the dry bean
growing area in green. [Map from
Producción de porotos (Phaseolusvulgaris
L.): Análisis de un establecimiento de la provincia Jujuy, thesis by Andrés Marchiori,
University of Cordoba] Argentina’s dry bean growing area can be subdivided into two
distinct regions: the area south of the town of General Güemes (city in Salta Province), and
the area to the north. The red line on the map shows this divide. The area south of Güemes
is where most of Argentina’s black beans are grown, particularly in southern Salta province
and Tucuman and Santiago del Estero provinces. The area to the north, upper part of Salta
province and parts of Jujuy province, is predominantly alubia bean country. Colored beans
are grown in both regions, with a higher percentage of the cranberry bean crop produced
north of Güemes. Except for some fields of alubia and colored beans in the northern region,
bean crops are mostly planted on rain‐fed fields without the use of fertilizers. These two
distinct regions are further discussed below.
South of Güemes
The southern growing area is primarily black bean country. Other bean classes are also
grown here, but not to the same extent. Beans in this region are rotated with other crops,
including soybeans, wheat and corn. The bean planting window typically runs from January
to mid‐February. No‐till farming is the norm. Most of the bean crop is sold to Brazil. Buyers
typically pick up the cargo at the farm or a processing plant and truck across the border at
Foz do Iguazu.
North of Güemes
The northern growing area is predominantly alubia bean country. Although seeded to a
much lesser extent than alubias, most of Argentina’s colored bean production is
concentrated here (red kidneys and cranberries). Monoculture is practiced with alubia
beans as a summer crop and fields mostly left fallow during the winter. The bean planting
window typically runs from February to around March 20. No‐till and conventional farming
are both practiced here at about the same measure (50/50). Most of the bean crop from the
northern region is shipped into the Mediterranean region out of the port of Buenos Aires.
2.3.1 Background Information for 2019 Production Projections
Information and Assumptions Used for Estimates
➢ There is one dry bean harvest in Argentina per year and the marketing year runs from

June 1 to May 31.
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➢ 2018/19 exports are based on Argentine Customs data, obtained through Softrade.
➢ 2019 planted area figures are derived from discussions with dry bean industry members,

CLERA data and USDBC field visits at planting and at harvest.
➢ 2019 production estimates are based on observations of fields by USDBC and Argentine

industry members, weights taken for crops delivered to elevators from specific fields,
discussions with dry bean industry members and CLERA.
➢ 2019 exportable supply for each bean type is calculated as follows: Production minus
beans held for next year’s seeding (about 10‐15%, we used 12%), minus estimated
processing loss (7%), plus carryover from previous crop year.
➢ Carry‐in by bean type is determined by subtracting Argentine Customs data for exported
beans (by type) from estimated exportable supply from 2018, as well as discussions with
farmers and the industry (Argentina and Brazil) about remaining 2018 beans.
Alubia bean
Most of Argentina’s alubia bean crop is grown in northern Salta, in the departments of San
Martin and Oran, which typically contribute more than 200,000 ha. to the country’s dry
bean area. Monoculture is widely practiced there, since rain in that region is not enough to
grow other commercial crops. Bans are exported mainly to the Mediterranean areas and
Pakistan.
The area north of the Bermejo River was most affected by weather related problems during
2019 planting. Farmers intended to plant 165,000 hectares with alubias, but in 30% of the
area (49,000 hectares) plantings were stopped in the first week of March due to insufficient
moisture in the soil. When rains started, they continued for up to 15 days. As a result, half of
the 49,000 hectares were seeded late and half were not seeded at all, so the alubia surface
reduced from the 165,000 originally planned to 140,000 hectares and, of that amount,
25,000 hectares at risk of frost. From mid‐April to mid‐June, weather conditions were fairly
benign. When this report was written, no frost had affected this area. Beans seeded after
March 15 tend to have lower yields and calibers, with low presence of sclerotinia.
By mid‐June, the first alubia beans were arriving at processing plants, with 185 grains per
100 grams average size and small percentages of larger (175) and smaller (210) beans.
Overall quality is expected to be good, although there is concern about the fields seeded
late since there is still 20 days to harvest.
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The picture above was taken on May 17th at El Castigado farm near Coronel Cornejo. It
shows an alubia field that had two different planting dates. The plants on the right were
planted March 5th and the ones on the left were planted March 25th. Seeding was stopped
because of the low moisture content in the soil and was resumed about 20 days later.

Left and above, Late planted alubias

Yields are expected to vary a lot. According to our observations and discussion with industry
members, the average yield of alubias between 1,000 and 1,100 MT/hectare.
When the beans where cut and windrowed or ready to cut, there was 0.4 to 1 inch rain in
the area and some stain damage is expected for those alubias.
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Alubias plants seeded on time on the right
and above, seeds from those fields.

Black Beans
Most of Argentina’s black bean crop goes to supply Brazil. In January 2019, at the time when
Argentine farmers were planting black beans, prices rose in Brazil due to its poor first crop,
which encouraged some additional planting in Argentina. Note that Brazilian prices dropped
again and have been low since late March. The second Brazil crop entered the market in
April‐May and about 30% of the crop from Parana, a large production state especially for
black beans, is damaged. News of the high proportion of 4 mm black beans at the beginning
of the Argentine harvest was well received in Brazil, where packagers indicated they would
need more Argentine beans this year than last.
In the southern part of the bean growing region, where most of the blacks are produced,
weather was fairly benign this year and good quality with average or higher yields is
expected. Mid‐June harvest progress for black bean fields was 25%. The first lots, planted
around January 15, are being harvested and delivered to processing facilities. Average yield
is at 1,200 Kg/ha with good quality and size. Since weather this year was not as dry as usual,
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beans were harvested within the favored 15‐17%
moisture range, reducing splits, which are a typical
problem with Argentine black beans.
Harvest started by mid‐June for black beans planted
closer to February 15. There were frosts in the region
about ten days ago and the impact, if any, will be
determined once the beans reach the processing
facilities and will be tracked by the USDBC
representative.
The picture in the right was taken in Guillermo Lopez´s
processing facility on June 18.

Above are samples from the field of two different varieties of black beans, grown in
Paramerica´s farm, Anta, Salta. The one in the left (larger overall) was seeded with beans
from Brazil, the one on the right was developed by INTA (Argentina Institute for Agricultural
Technology).
Cranberry Beans
Cranberry area is expected to be slightly above April estimations of 25,000 hectares because
the cranberry cycle is shorter than alubias and seed was available for some late plantings. In
some cases farmers who could not plant beans in the northern region before mid‐April
decided to plant chickpeas instead as a last option, although chickpeas in that area usually
behave poorly.
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Cranberry beans, near Tartagal, Salta. Pictures
taken May 17.

Yields for the first harvested fields are excellent with some producing 2 MT/ha. Average
yield will most likely be above 1.3 MT/ha. Regarding quality, the fields were also affected by
the 1‐2.5 cm rain reported for alubias, but since the cranberries have a shorter cycle, most
of them were already harvested. Average size so far is reported to be 185 grains per 100
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grams. Some Argentine processors and
traders commented that they are
searching for markets for the cranberry
beans. Traditional destinations, Brazil
and Spain, are expected to have good
crops this year. Sources mentioned
that some contracts have been made
with Colombia and Italy. Prices
dropped sharply compared to the past
two years, from US$1,200/MT to
US$1,000 USD/MT CIF. Prices paid to
farmers this year are around
US$500/MT.

2019 crop cranberries

Red Kidney Beans
Argentinian farmers planted as much DRK and LRK as they could this year, since they were
aware that market was strong for red kidneys. Availability of seed was the limiting factor.
INTA representatives claimed they will have new varieties available for commercial use in
two years if they get the funding they need from the private sector, but farmers seemed
more interested in importing commercial bean to use as seed to save costs.
Fields planted with LRK and DRK beans this year are in good shape. The peak of the harvest
is expected at the end of June. The week of June 2nd, USDBC saw a DRKB field near Metan
that was already harvested and a LRKB field in Guemes
that was being harvested—both in the southern region.
Picture to the right, were takes the last week of May in
the main kidney area, North of the Bermejo River. That
area has not been affected by frost, although frost is a
risk, since the northern‐grown kidneys were subjected
to the same weather‐related problems that affected
alubias. Stains on pods from bacteria do not affect the
beans.
The lack of good quality seed affects the marketing of
Argentinian LRK and DRK beans, since the canning
quality is not as good as other origins such as US and
Canada.
2.2 Field and processing plants visits
Seiler family farms, southern growing region (June 4)
The Seiler’s farm 18,000 hectares with fields scattered from Tucuman to Santiago del Estero
to southern Salta. They also own a fleet of planes that they use for their aerial application
business. This year they planted 3,000 hectares of black beans, 500 hectares of DRKBs and
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500 hectares of mung beans. They noted that this was the first time they planted mung
beans and yields were very low, about 700‐800 kg/ha.
We drove with them to fields near Rosario de la Frontera in Salta province, where they have
a cattle operation and feed lot as well as corn (mainly for silage) and dry bean fields. The
DRKBs were grown on 500 hectares in that area. They had already been harvested, but we
were able to see some beans left in the field. There was a small field, about 20 ha., of black
beans that were being harvested the day we visited, which is what we came to watch.
Federico Seiler noted that this was not their best black bean field. They had intended to
seed more DRKBs but ran out of seed and used some of their remaining black beans for
seeding.
Field 1‐Seiler field near Rosario de Frontera, southern Salta province (June 4)
Harvest started June 4‐‐20 hectares of black beans.
Rotation: Corn – corn for silage ‐ Beans
Desiccants: Gramoxone or Glyphosate
Harvest: Direct
Estimated black bean yield: 1.2 MT/ha

General state of the farm was good.
Moisture 18 ‐ 20%, since crop was ready.
DRKBs had already been harvested from
the adjacent field.
Left and above: Black beans being
harvested from the first field, seed pods
showing blight in that field. DRKBs from
the adjacent field that had been harvested.
Fungal damage (esclerotinia) was evident,
but since black bean prices were low while
the beans were growing, the producer
decided to use an insecticide that was less
costly, but also less effective.
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Below, L‐R: John Berthold (dry bean dealer, MN) and Santiago Seiler, owner of Seiler Farms;
DRKBs found in harvested Seiler field; Federico Seiler, farm manager, Alejandro Leloir
(USDBC) and Mark Dombeck (dry bean grower, MN)

Salta —Processing plant (Tucuman) and farmland (Salta) owned by Paramerica (June 5)
Before our field trip, we went to visit Paramerica´s processing plant. The company is one of
the largest black bean exporters with strong relationships with Venezuela, Central America
and Brazil. 70% of Paramerica´s exports are black beans, and the other 30% are chickpeas,
LRK and DRK beans, with a total exports of 50,000 MT annually, 11,000 MT are their beans.
They reduced black bean plantings by 1,000 hectares this year, from 12,000 to 11,000. Since
Venezuela’s political situation is getting more and more complicated, the company is
looking to other markets such as Mexico (they exported 8,000 MT to Mexico from the 2018
black bean crop) and increasing business with Brazil. In Central America, they sell splits to
Kerns in Guatemala and self‐developed a black bean splitter for that purpose, which we saw
at their plant. They are one of the main exporters to Costa Rica (4,000 MT exports of 2018
black bean crop).
Paramerica sells under different names to retailers in
different countries, such as Don Feijao for Brazil, Freshco to
Venezuela and Cuate for Mexico. They have stared
packaging San Isidro for the European and Asian markets.
Right: Freshco black beans packaged by Paramerica for
Venezuela.
There were no new crop beans in the plant at the time of
USDBC visit. There are 4 lines, with 500 MT/day processing
capacity if all lines are operating. Usually, harvest in the area
starts May 15, but the plants were still green because it had
been too cold at night.
Paramerica´s Farm:
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11,000 hectares of black beans – 700 hectares of Alubia – 6,000 hectare of Corn –3,000
hectares for cows
Rotation: 66% beans – 33% corn. The goal is to
get to 50‐50 Corn/Bean rotation.
There were 2 planting dates for beans: half were
planted February 10‐15 and half were planted.
February 24‐28. The lots planted in the second
date were in better shape, since the first ones
received high temperatures that stopped active
growth during the first 2 weeks after planting.
Harvest started on June 10th, in the lot seeded
February 10th.

Aerial view of the farm

Field 2 – Black Beans, INTA Seeds
Seed: Black, developed by INTA
Desiccants: Glyphosate
Harvest: Direct
Estimated black bean yield: 1.5 MT/Ha
The beans in this field were smaller than the
fields in field 3, as a result of the characteristic of
the seed used. Although size is a valued
characteristic for Brazilian market, farmers still
use this variety because of its good behavior.
Right: Diego Ruiz of Paramerica (yellow sweater)
in the black bean field. To his right is his farm
manager. A picture of the INTA black beans

Field 3 – Black Beans, Tuiuiú Brazilian variety
Seed: Black, Tuiuiú. Brazilian black variety
developed by IAPAR (Paraná Agronomic
Institute)
Desiccants: Glyphosate
Harvest: Direct
Estimated black bean yield: 1.6 MT/Ha
Right: Field 3, Brazilian variety of black beans
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Although expected yield in the field visited was far from the potential yield expected in
Brazil for this variety (3,950 Kg/Ha, according to IAPAR), the behavior of the variety was still
good compared to the beans in field 2. Plants were more erect compared to INTA seed,
which is a desired characteristic for blacks and for direct harvesting. Also, the bean size was
larger than the INTA variety.
Field 4 – Alubia Beans
Seed: PF10, developed by INTA
Desiccants: Glyphosate
Harvest: Direct
Estimated yield: 1.1 MT/Ha
The alubias were in good condition,
although the area is not the best for that
kind of bean, since it rains more than up
north and alubias grown there tend to
have stain damage.
Right: Bacterial blight seen on bean pods,
but the alubia beans were in good shape.
The red color is an endemic bacteria that
affects the leaf maily, reducing
photosynthesis. It is more prominent in dry
years.

Field 5: General Güemes area, near El Bordo, Salta — visit arranged by Santiago Jandula
from Lihue Tue (June 6)
Before our visit, we met with Mr. Santiago Jandula at his plant. Although there were no
beans from the new crop, we discussed planting estimates and field conditions in the region
where he receives beans.
Lihue Tue does 80% spot purchases and 20% pre‐contracted (the company finances the
farmers) and his main products are alubia, DRK, LRK, and black beans, in order of
importance. The total export volume for the company last year was 10,000 MT (60% alubias
/ 30% DRK and LRK / 10% blacks). Prices for both LRK and DRK at the moment of the trade
team’s visit were: US$750‐800 in the plant and for exports to European markets, US$1,100‐
1,200 CIF. Alubias were $50 less expensive and no blacks sales were happening at the
moment of our visit.
The field we visited was planted with alubias. General condition was good. Although it was
planted late, as of June 22, there were no frosts and weather is supposed to be good for the
next 10 days, by which time harvest should be completed in that area. The most outstanding
feature was the variation in shape and size of beans, which was due to poor quality seed.
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Alubia beans with notorious difference in
shape and size

Alubia fields in El Bordo, General Güemes
area, Salta.

Metan, Salta –Creston Grains farms and processing plant (June 7)
Creston Grains and its related companies; Surfood, Barracón and Molino Americano, grow,
process and export foods. We first visited processing plant in Metán. The company exports
24,000 MT of beans: approximately 7,000 MT mung, 7,000 MT blacks, and 7,000 MT of
DRKs, LRKs and alubias combined, and 3,000 MT chickpeas. Plus, they export 10,000 MT of
popcorn. Last year, they added a new processing line and now have total processing
capacity of 12 MT/hour. The company has also imported lentils from Canada to grow in
Argentina, using irrigation one time during the growing season.
Exporting 7,000 MT mung beans out of a total
of 50,000 MT produced in Argentina, Creston
is the largest mung exporter in the country.
The stability of the mung bean market makes
it attractive. For five years, they have financed
other producers who grow mung beans and
current prices are $500/MT in the plant.
Thirty percent of the company´s exports are
grown in their own farms. They have two
farms, one in Metan and the other in Anta,
both in Salta Province. The USDBC team
visited Metan´s farm. In Anta, they grow
mainly chickpeas and wheat, under irrigation.

2019 Mung beans were being processed at the time
of our visit to Creston Grains’ processing facility.

Creston Grains Metán Farm
3,000 hectares of edible beans – 3,000 hectares of Soybean – 3,000 hectares of corn
Edible beans: 1,000 ha. Mung, 1,000 ha. Black, 1,000 ha. others (LRK‐DRK‐Alubias‐Cranberry)
Rotation: Corn – soybean – Beans
Several farmers that contract with Creston and the agronomical engineer that provides
technical support for the company joined us in our visit to the farm. The general state of the
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lots we visited was good, even though they suffered some moderate to severe sclerotinia
damage due to the cloudy and wet condition in that area this year.
Surfood produces its own seed. For mung beans, they also sell seed to other farmers with
whom they contract the commercialization of the crop.
Field 6 – Alubia, near Metan
Seed: Alubia B 40, developed by INTA
Harvest: Direct
Estimated yield: 1.4 MT/Ha
Harvest started June 4
Desiccants: Glyphosate
Harvest: Direct
This field was planted on February 8th
and sprayed with glyphosate on the
31st of May. Expected yield was
slightly above average for alubias in
the area. The variety B40 is not well
adapted for direct harvest, and
usually harvest losses are high.
Sclerotinia caused moderate damage
on this field.
Field 7 – Black, near Metan
Seed: Black, variety not specified
Harvest: Direct
Estimated yield: 1.4 MT/Ha
Desiccants: Glyphosate
Harvest started on Wednesday 5, a day
before our visit, but had to stop due to high
atmospheric moisture. Although it did not
rain, a heavy mist covered the fields for a
couple days, very uncommon for that time
of year. Sclerotinia caused severe damage
to this field, with losses up to 30%.
John Berthold and Mark Dombeck
checking out the harvester.
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Field 8 – Cranberry, near Metan
Seed: Cranberry, not specified variety
Harvest: Direct
Desiccants: Glyphosate
Estimated yield: 1.4 MT/Ha
This field was sprayed with glyphosate on May
25th and was ready to harvest as soon as weather
conditions turned favorable. Sclerotinia caused
some yield loss, but was not aggressive enough to
cause significant quality problems, although some
beans were stained, as can be seen in the picture
to the right. As happens with alubias, cranberry
varieties used in Argentina are not well adapted
to direct harvest and significant harvest losses
were expected.
Marco Macina Farm Lunch and Discussion (Asado)
At the home of Marco Macina, we shared a traditional barbecue, “asado”, with local
farmers, researchers, and processors. It was the first favorable day to harvest after several
days of cloudy and humid weather, so many of the farmers had to attend harvest and had
missed the meeting. After the meal, trade mission head Ellen Levinson gave an introduction
about USDBC, John Berthold discussed the structure of the industry in the US and the role of
USDBC in reaching more markets, and Mark Dombeck discussed US farming practices and
the value of Northarvest Bean Growers Association to its members. There were questions
about farming practices, fertilizers, crop protection agents, planting and harvest equipment,
the high yields (compared to Argentina) and bean prices with the local farmers.

Some of the guests at the lunch. Marco Macino is second from right in the bottom row and
his father, Rene, is behind him, wearing the black vest.
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Field 9 – Macina Farm LRKB, General Guemes
Seed: LRKB, not specified seed variety
Harvest: Cut and windrow
Estimated yield: 0.7 MT/Ha
The lot was being harvested at the time of the
USDBC visited it. It had been planted in early
January, before the dry spell hit the area and
the beans were damaged because of it.
Nevertheless, it was being harvested, mainly to produce
seed for next season.
An old harvester manufactured in Argentina and owned
by Macina family for a long time was being used. The
beans had been cut windrowed by hand. The beans and
harvesting are shown on the right.
General Güemes area —Farmland owned by Agrofin S.A. (June 6)
Agrofin exports 12,000 – 15,000 MT of edible beans per year: 50% alubia, 40%
DRK/LRK/cranberry and 10% blacks.
2,200 hectares of edible beans: 50% alubia – 40% DRK/LRK/cranberry – 10% blacks
Rotation: in the farm we visited, Agrofin and the company that farmed the land before
them, have been growing beans year after year since 1986. They claim that since the farm is
so closed to the town, if they tried to plant corn, the production would be stolen.
Field 10 – Black, General Guemes area
Seed: INTA black
Desiccants: Glyphosate
Harvest: Direct
Planting date: February 2
Estimated black bean yield: 1.8 ‐ 2 MT/Ha
Harvest: Direct. Ready to start, delayed by availability of harvest equipment.
Although uneven, this was one of the best black bean fields we saw this year. Unfortunately,
they were having a hard time getting combines to harvest the field, which was ready and
probably loosing yield hour by hour. The reason it was difficult to get combines in the bean
growing area is that there was a lot of work in the south for the larger than usual soybean
crop. Contract harvesters are typically used by farmers in this part of Argentina. Prices for
harvest more than doubled for harvesting this year compared to 2018, from US$30/ha to
US$65/ha.
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Pictures of the Agrofin black
bean field and the beans, which
were ready to harvest. No contract harvesters were available and the company, like many
producers in the region, does not have its own harvesting equipment. Federico A. Berndt of
Agrofin talking to Mark Dombeck.
Field 11—Alubia, General Guemes area
Seed: Alubia PF10
Harvest: Cut and windrow
Planting date: February 1
Estimated yield: 1.2 MT/Ha
Agrofin put a lot of effort in producing their
seeds. In a 30 hectare lot we visited, they
produce the alubia seed they are going to
use next year. Pest and disease control is stricter in
that lot. They hire labor for selecting the plants that
express undesired characteristics and manually pull
them out. The harvest is done manually to minimize
the waste. When they get the beans, they select
what they call “padrón”, which are the biggest beans
(150 – 160 grains per 100 grams).
Right: Above is the windrowed alubia field with (L‐R)
Mark Dombeck, Ellen Levinson, Federico Berendt
(Agrofin) and Marco Macino (farmer & packager).
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Alimar‐ processing plant visit (June 7)
Alimar is an agribusiness company that
produces, processes and exports dry
beans, mainly alubia beans to Europe.
For more than two decades they have
been one of the top three Argentine
alubia exporters. The company farms
18,000 hectares of edible beans: 11,000
alubias, 2,000 LRK and DRK and 5,000 of
blacks and specialties (such as
redondos, canela and pink beans).
No 2019 beans had been delivered to
the plant when we visited. But, we saw
some 2019 crop beans and had a good
discussion with Ivan Martin, commercial
manager of the company. Ivan said the peak
alubia harvest will take place the last week of
June.
One issue that is particularly troubling for
Alimar (and other exporters) is the maximum
residue limits (MRLs) for the EU market. For this
year crop, there are not enough machines to
harvest by cut and windrow, but nonetheless
they are harvesting as much as possible that
way and using low doses of glyphosate in some
lots. The company also analyzes residues in the
lots they receive, something they didn´t do
before. The samples are sent to a lab in Cordoba,
which causes a 10 days delay.

2018 crop canela beans

2018 crop redondo beans
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3. Contacts
Nicolas Karnoubi, Olega, Trading Manager
Florida 681, Buenos Aires
CLERA, Vice‐President
karnoubin@olega.com.ar
Tel: +54 11 5077‐8222
Cel: +54 9 11 6858‐4935
Olega is one of the main peanut exporters of the country. In dry edible beans, their main
export are alubias and kidneys.
Jorge Reynier, Primore, General Manager
Av. del Libertador 6250, Buenos Aires
reynier@primore.com.ar
CLERA, Treasurer
Tel: +54 11 4781 5033
Primore is a major exporter of dry beans, lentils, peas, chia and popcorn, with an annual
export of 32‐35,000 MT of pulse/year.
Gastón Alonso, Primore, Sales Manager
Av. del Libertador 6250, Buenos Aires
Cel: +54 11 4781 5033
galonso@primore.com.ar
Mario E. De Simone, INTA, Agricultural Engineer, Regional Director Salta and Jujuy
Cel.: +54 119 6807 4968
Tel.: +54 387 490 2087 ‐ 224
desimone.mario@inta.gob.ar
INTA, national institute of agricultural technology by its initials in Spanish, is the main
research center of the country for dry edible beans.
Luis Marcelo Gerónimo, INTA Leal, Agricultural Engineer, Director of edible beans breeding
program
Ruta Nacional 68, Km 172, Salta
geronimo.luis@inta.gob.ar
Cel: +54 9381 6414864
Juan Domingo Sal, INTA Leal, Agricultural Engineer, former Director of INTA Leal
Ruta Nacional 68, Km 172, Salta
sal.juan@inta.gob.ar
Cel: +54 9381 5884015
Marcelo Soto Acebal, Desdelsur, Commercial Manager
Von Wernicke 3041, San Isidro, Buenos Aires
msotoacebal@desdelsur.com
Tel: +54 11 4700 0102
Cel: +54 911 4415 8843
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Integrated production, processing and exporting company. Grows corn, soybeans, and grass
for feed and specialty crops and raises cattle (30,000 head). Owns 50,000 hectares in the
northernmost dry bean growing region.
Matias Macera, Desdelsur, Trading Manager
Von Wernicke 3041, San Isidro, Buenos Aires
matiasmacera@desdelsur.com
Tel: +54 11 4700 0102
Cel: +54 911 5322 1212
Juan Manuel Grifol, South American Foods, Commercial Director
Valdez 1025, Yerba Buena, Tucumán
Cel: +54 9381 401 4210
Tel.: +54 381 9425 7500
jgrifol@samericanfoods.com
10 year old company with clients in more than 20 countries. Exports edible beans,
chickpeas, popcorn, chia seed, garlic and dried fruits.
Guillermo López Gonzalez, LG Food Argentina, Commercial Director
Av. Presidente Perón 1780, Yerba Buena, Tucumán
guillolopezgonzalez@lgfoodargentina.com
Cel: +54 9381 5956597
Family owned company, with more than twenty years farming experience and have been
handling their own exports for ten years. They manage over 7,000 hectares of soybeans,
black beans, DRKBs, LRKBs, mung beans and popcorn
Agustín Salas, CAS Exportaciones, General Manager
24 de septiembre 910, San Miguel de Tucumán
Cel: +54 9381 540 5656
agustin.salas@casexportaciones.com
Family owned company based in Tucumán province. Company is both producer and
exporter of pulses. Its main crops are black beans, alubia beans, dark red kidney beans, light
red kidney beans, cranberry beans, soybeans, corn, wheat and chickpea.
Federico Seiler, Seiler Farms
San Miguel de Tucumán, Tucumán
Cel: +54 381 643 1187
federico.seiler@agroalas.com.ar
Family owned farming company, plants 18,000 hectares, and 18% of them dry edible beans.
They also grow corn, soybean and sesame seeds.
Diego Ruiz, Paramérica, Sales Director
Ruta Nacional 38, Km 797, Tucumán
Tel: +54 381 437 8421
Cel: +54 9381 681 7846
diego.ruiz@ingsanisidro.com.ar
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Paramérica is one of the biggest black bean exporters of the country, with 42‐48,000 MT of
dry beans a year, mainly to Brazil and other Latin American countries (namely Mexico,
Guatemala, Costa Rica and Venezuela).
Carlos Ruiz, Paramérica, President
Ruta Nacional 38, Km 797, Tucumán
Cel.: +54 9 381 6402058
Tel.: +54 381 437 8421
carlosruiz@paramerica.com.ar
Ignacio Torino, Cremer, Trader
General Güemes, Salta
Cel: +54 387 840 3949
Tel.: +54 387 499 4025
itorino@cremer.com.ar
Cremer is a diversified farming company. In dry edible beans, they are focused mainly in
alubias, planting 6,400 hectares of that variety each year.
Marco Macina, Farmer Gral. Güemes
General Güemes, Salta
Cel: +54 9388 500 4619
Santiago Jandula, Lihue Tue, Plant Manager
Cel: +54 387 500 8690
Macina family owns a mill that they use to mill corn. They also package white beans (alubia
and Great Northern), chickpeas and lentils in 500 g bags under their Garley brand sold in the
provinces of Jujuy, Salta and Formosa.
Cesar Rene Macina, Farmer Gral. Güemes, Agicultural Engineer
General Güemes, Salta
Cel.: +54 9388 500 2338
ingcrmacina@yahoo.com.ar
Ivan Martín, Alimar, Commercial Manager
Parque industrial General Güemes, Salta
imartin@alimar.com.ar
Tel: +54 387 4912611
Cel: +54 9387 5326923
Alimar is an agribusiness company that produces, processes and exports dry beans. Its main
market is alubia beans for Europe.
Rita Villafañe, Argencrops, Commercial Manger
San Salvador de Jujuy, Jujuy
vrita@argencrops.com.ar
Cel: +54 388 686 4177
Argencrops is an exporter of dry edible beans. The company own a processing plant in
Perico, Salta province and also has an office in Perú.
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Santiago de San Román, Creston Grains, Partner
Metán Viejo, Salta
santiago@crestongrains.com.ar
Tel: +54 11 4775 8684
Cel: +54 93876 533882
Creston Grains and its related companies; Surfood, Barracón and Molino Americano,
process and export products to more than 30 markets worldwide through a dynamic
structure. The company exports over 20,000 MT of pulses.
Federico A. Berndt, Agrofin Agrocomodities, Agricultural Engineer
Junín 191, Rosario, Santa Fe
Cel.: +54 93872 111005
Tel.: +54 0341 536 0193 / 536 0189
Federico.berndt@agrofin.com.ar
Sebastián Jakúlica, CREA, Director Salta Area
Cel.: +54 9387 508 3555
Tel.: 0387 421 0913
sebastian.jakulica@lasdrizas.com.ar
CREA, the Argentine Association of Regional Consortiums of Agricultural
Experimentation, is a non‐profit civil association integrated and directed by agricultural
entrepreneurs who meet in groups to share experiences and knowledge. There are
over 2,000 farmer‐organized companies throughout the country that have formed local
CREAs and are devoted to the creation and transfer of agricultural technology.
Ariel López, Brometán, Agricultural Engineer, NOA Representative
Cel.: +54 9387 406 2376
alopez@brometan.com.ar
Nicolás Aguirre, OP Semillas, Agricultural & Commercial Advisor NOA
Melchora F.de Cornejo 989, Rosario de la Frontera, Salta
Cel.: +54 93876 1545 4803
nagruirre@peman.com.ar
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